
 

 

Regulatory and Anti-Piracy Committee Meeting Summary 

 
DATE 

  

Tuesday, 28 August 2018 
 

TIME  4:00-6:00pm HKT 
 

VENUE  21st Century Fox 
Room 8B, 8/F, One Harbourfront 
18 Tak Fung Street 
Hunghom, Hong Kong 

   

 
Present Online 

Francis Chang 21st Century Fox Yewkuin Cheah 21st Century Fox 
Clare Bloomfield  AVIA Matt Kurlanzik 21st Century Fox 
John Medeiros AVIA Joe Welch 21st Century Fox 
Rachel Lau AVIA Laila Saat Astro 
Jason Chan AVIA CAP Seowsi Chin BBC 
Neil Gane AVIA CAP Aaron Herps beIN 
Diane Hamer BBC Worldwide Ying Sia Blue Ant Media 
Paul Jackson Media Technology Asia/AVIA Simon Kim Cisco 
  Ross Biggam Discovery 
  Sheryl Kang HBO Asia 

  Susan Lee MPAA 

  Pascal Metral Nagra 

  Shalene Lim NBC Universal 
  Darren Ong Netflix 

  David Lee Paul Weiss 

  Stefan Sergot Premier League 

  Jessica Deery Sony 

  Belinda Lui Time Warner 
  Jenny Wong Time Warner 
  Wai Yu Hui Time Warner 
  Matthew Martin True Visions 
  Alana Triscott Turner 
  Alexandre Muller TV5MONDE 
  Christine Maury-Panis Viaccess-Orca 
  Wei Hao Loh Viacom 

 
 
1. Asia Video Industry Association (AVIA)  

 
John Medeiros (AVIA) briefly explained the changes affecting the Association. As of 6 August 2018, Casbaa 
has evolved into the Asia Video Industry Association (AVIA) to keep pace with the everchanging video 
industry. 
 

2. Coalition Against Piracy (CAP)/ISD Update 
 
Neil Gane and Jason Chan (AVIA CAP) gave an update on CAP’s activities since the last committee meeting:  
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US IP Delegation Meeting 
 
On 27 August 2018, CAP met with the US IP Delegation, headed by Vishal Amin, to discuss IP issues affecting 
Southeast Asia. The meeting was attended by US officials such as Dewey Moore, Alex Khu, and Sujit Raman. 
Diane Hamer (BBC), Francis Chang (21st Century Fox), and Desmond Chan (TVB) also joined the meeting. 
 
Thailand 
 
Gane, Aaron Herps (beIN), and CAP’s consultant met with the Department of Special Investigation (DSI) and, 
jointly with the Alliance for Creativity and Entertainment (ACE), officially referred CAP’s “Operation Hazard” 
to them. DSI accepted the referral.  
 
Intermediaries Strategy Update  
 
CAP is anticipating the takedowns on Facebook to be fast-tracked given Facebook’s amendments to add 
Kodi platforms and pre-loaded boxes to their prohibited items list. CAP’s vendor has new keyword searches 
that will lead to more takedowns.  
 
YouGov Research  
 
The YouGov consumer research survey has shown the percentage of surveyed consumers who use ISDs: 
Hong Kong (24%), Philippines (28%), Taiwan (34%). CAP has officially launched the research results on Hong 
Kong, which showed that 24% of consumers used ISDs and 10% of those consumers cancelled/reduced their 
subscription to legal services. 
 
CAP will be launching the results on the Philippines through a media strategy in collaboration with the pay 
TV industry and Globe (Philippines) and the results on Taiwan through an event in November, jointly 
organized with the STBA. CAP will also be launching similar YouGov research in additional countries at the 
appropriate times. 
 
Taiwan 
 
On 14 August, Chan and Louis Boswell (AVIA) hosted a seminar with NCC Chairperson Nicole (Ting-I) Chan, 
OTT Association Chairperson Chien Ta-Wei, and Victoria Furniss of Netflix to discuss a self-regulation code 
along with anti-piracy action in Taiwan. CAP shared the YouGov study findings with NCC Chairperson Chan, 
which showed that 34% of consumers in Taiwan used ISDs and 47% of those consumers cancelled/reduced 
their subscription to legal services. However, these figures have not been officially released. 
 
At the seminar, they also discussed the approval process for the importation and sale of set-top boxes (STB) 
in Taiwan. Applicants for STB licenses need to sign affidavits to guarantee they are not pre-loaded or contain 
piracy-enabling firmware/software. If STB vendors or importers are not approved, they will be fined 
TWD100,000-500,000 (USD3246.70-16,233.50).  
 
Singapore 
 
Gane has been in contact with Grace Paul, Singtel, to discuss Taiwan’s STB approval process in preparation 
for a meeting with the IMDA in September. At the meeting, they will discuss ISD streaming problems and 
solutions as well as a new and improved STB approval process for IMDA’s consideration. 
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3. Diane Hamer, BBC Worldwide 

 
Diane Hamer, Head of Business & Legal Affairs, Brand Protection, updated the committee on piracy 
challenges that BBC is currently facing:  
 
While piracy problems with STB like Kodi is relatively under control in the UK, the BBC has struggled to 
benefit from UK’s legal regime. As a global distributor, the BBC often faces pirating of their content outside 
of the UK.  
 
BBC is noticing the emergence of a particular kind of IPTV that is highly polished and seemingly legitimate. 
An example is the My TV Abroad service, which has become a focus of the Police Intellectual Property Crime 
Unit (PIPCU). My TV Abroad purports legitimacy by putting the British Chambers of Commerce (BCC) logo on 
their website. Before PIPCU’s raid of the service, My TV Abroad was invited to attend a UK Trade and 
Industry all-expenses paid trade fair in Las Vegas. 
 
Other examples of this kind of IPTV service which offers UK TV channels, include Spanish services such as 
Europa Network and Avatel. BBC is in the process of seeking Spanish legal advice, which has confirmed that 
BBC can act against these services. These services indicate an on-going problematic perception of national 
FTA channels, such as BBC, that it is free to consumers worldwide. Medeiros noted that this has been a 
problem for a number of AVIA members, including TVB. 
 

 
4. Vietnam Video Regulations 

 
Medeiros provided an update on proposed new Vietnam video regulations affecting pay TV and OTT:  
 
The proposed new regulations could be potentially damaging to the pay TV industry, including language on 
an advertising ban, new translation requirements, and potential bans on exclusivity for sporting event. For 
OTT services, there is a proposal of full-scale regulation in accordance with principles used to regulate legacy 
broadcasting, which would include censorship, no advertising and content quotas. 
 
AVIA and MPAA will be making submissions to the Vietnamese government. If any member has specific 
company concerns, they are encouraged to separately submit their specific arguments which will be 
persuasive to the Vietnamese government as opposed to general arguments. Companies are encouraged to 
inform AVIA of which issues are of the highest concern in the proposals to them. 
 
 

5. Thailand Spectrum Policy 

 

Medeiros and Paul Jackson (AVIA) gave an update on C-band spectrum and Thailand’s proposed spectrum 

reallocation:  

 

The Thai government has announced its consideration to recall C-band spectrum from the satellite industry 

to reallocate to the mobile industry. This proposal will not only affect broadcasters who use the 3500-

3800MHz frequency for distribution, but also interfere with frequencies used by the entire industry. The C-

band distribution strategy being discussed in the US, the UK and others is not as applicable to Asia Pacific 

because this region is more reliant to C-band. AVIA intends to urge the Thai government to reconsider this 

proposed recall. 
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Paul Jackson reviewed his presentation on C-band satellite spectrum and 5G in Hong Kong, which was 

distributed to the Regulatory & Anti-Piracy Committee prior to the meeting. 5G technology providers, 

especially Huawei and Qualcomm have been persuading regulators to reallocate C-band spectrum for 

satellite to 5G. This reallocation will affect all international broadcasters who have linear channels. 

Broadcasters are encouraged to join AVIA’s Wireless Action Group in order to combat the leakage of 

spectrum to the mobile industry, and protect their content distribution. 

 
6. Latest developments on NCC Tiering rates proposal in Taiwan 

 

Matt Kurlanzik (21st Century Fox) provided an update on the NCC tiering rates proposal in Taiwan:  

 

The proposed tiers include Tier 1 (13 local FTA channels for TWD200/USD6.49), Tier 2 (13 FTA channels plus 

packs that include two channels from five genres for under TWD600/USD19.48), and a la carte package. 

These proposed tiering rates would significantly affect ad revenue. NCC has announced delayed 

implementation to 2020 at the earliest. It is worthwhile to keep in mind that local elections are taking place 

on 24 November 2018. 

 
7. beoutQ Update 

 
Aaron Herps (beIN) gave an update on beoutQ: 
 
beoutQ continues extensively pirating beIN’s signal with offerings including major European leagues like 
Premier League and Ligue 1.  Additionally, they are supplementing the beIN stream with IPTV streams such 
as Telemundo and Eleven Sports.  
 
After the World Cup, Arabsat released a statement refuting their involvement in the satellite broadcast of 
beoutQ’s signal. Arabsat also demanded apologies and withdrawal of statements from sports broadcasters 
such as FIFA and beIN. Preempting this, beIN commissioned technical reports which provided irrefutable 
evidence of the satellite frequencies and locations, and this information has been shared with beIN’s 
partners.  
 
Shortly after New York Time’s article was published, beIN’s license in Saudi Arabia was cancelled and they 
were fined US$2.6M for supposed network violations and monopolization/exploitation of Saudi consumers. 
Premier League has appointed legal counsel in Saudi Arabia, and EPL and League One plan to raise a 
complaint to the European commission regarding the on-going signal theft. beIN is unable to obtain legal 
counsel in Saudi Arabia at the moment. Notably, beoutQ’s signal is being pirated as a result of weak 
encryption of their satellite broadcast. 
 

8. Upcoming events 
 

• Vietnam in View in Ho Chi Minh City, 5 September 2018  

• CAP/STBA Seminar on ISDs in Taiwan, November 2018. 

• IIC/NBTC Thailand Conference in Bangkok, 10-11 September 2018 

• AVIA Policy Roundtable in Hong Kong, 29 October 2018 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/16/sports/qatar-saudi-arabia-beoutq-bein-sports.html
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o Invitations to the AVIA Policy Roundtable will be going out soon, however if you want to ensure 
that you receive an invitation, please email Rachel Lau (rachel@asiavia.org).  
 

• CAP ISD seminar in Malaysia, November 2018 
 

9. AOB  
 
Next committee meeting  
 
There is no set date for the next meeting yet, but it will most likely be scheduled shortly before or after the 
AVIA Asia Video Summit (29 October-1 November 2018).  

mailto:rachel@asiavia.org

